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3 DOCKET NUMBER(S)

03 0-3 88s6

4. LICENSE NUMBER(S)

2t-35258-01

5. DATE(S) OF TNSPECTTON

August | 1, 2021, irr-of,fice
review thror.rgh Septernber 22

LICENSEE:
The inspection was an examination of the activities conducted under your license as they relate to radiation safety and to compliance with thg Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) rules and regulations and the conditions of your license. The insipection consisted of selective examinations of
procedures and representative n:cords, interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector The inspection findings are as follows:

I 1 Based on the inspection findings, no violations were identified.

ll Z. Previous violation(s) closed

f] O. The violations(s), specifically described to you by the inspector as non-cited violations, are not being cited because they were sell'identifie,l,
non-repetitive, and corrective action was or is being taken, and the remaining criteria in the NRC Enforcement Policy, to exercise
discretion, were satisfied.

Non-cited violation(s) were discussed involving the following requirement(s):

/1 I During this inspection, cedain of your activities, as described below and/or attached, were in violation of NRC requirements and are being

with '1 0 CFR '1 9.1 1

(Violations and Corrective Actions)

Contraryto l0 CFR 30.34(i), on August 11,2021, Perfornrance Engineers,Inc. used only one independent
physical control that formed a tangible barrier against unauthol'ized renroval to secure a portable nroisture
density gauge in z.r vehicle parl(ed near the licensee's olfice in Charlevoix, Michigan. Specifically, the licensee
used only a siugle locked chain to seclrre a case containing the gauge (lnstroTel< 3500, selial nunrber 23',16)in
the open bed of a picltup trucl<.

As corrective action for this Severity Level IV violation, the licensee retuflted the gar"rge to the designated
storage location in its office, obtained a second locl<ing chain to secllre the gauge case against unauthoriiled
fentoval when transported in this tluck, and was already planning to obtain a locl<ing lred cover for the tr^uck

that would provide an additiorral irrdependerrt physical control.

Statement of Corrective Actions
I hereby state that, within 30 days, the actions described by me to the Inspector will be taken to r:orrect the violations identified This statement of
corrective actions is made in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 2 201 (corrective steps alreadytaken, corrective steps which will be taken,
date when full compliance will ber achieved). I understand that no fufiherwritten response to NRC will be required, unless specifically requested
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